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Introduction 
 

he 9th November 2014 was the day my life changed forever. It was 

the day that marked the beginning of an attack that I never knew 

possible. The entire ordeal only lasted seven days in total, but it 

was one week of hell and quite literally at some points. I had no knowledge 

of this form of warfare, but the enemy did. It was an attack based on 

deception, launched from the shadows and realm of the unseen by someone 

close to me at the time, which was a woman I had met online through 

social media. And due to us connecting so well with each other, we ended 

up establishing a relationship, which, of course, bled into the real world. 

Her sole intention for getting involved with me in the first place was to 

manipulate me into ending my life and potentially the lives of other 

innocent people. 

     It was a form of manipulation so expert in its craft that I would never 

believe it existed if I hadn’t directly encountered it. This was manipulation 

that had become weaponized. And it had the power, or at least attempted, 

to change me on a core level of who I was as a person. All done with the 

intention to engineer me into committing an act of violence against either 

myself or others. This involved using psychological manipulation — 

delivered purely by digitized means — to script my behaviors into a variety 

of violent and life-ending outcomes. Then by using occultism and the 

evocation of an unseen entity, cause one of those fatal outcomes to occur. 

The entity’s job in this process is to create inescapable terrorization. 

     There are various levels involved to manipulate a person into 

committing a violent act, and they all use dark arts occultism as the 

foundation to achieve it. In the past, this was primarily carried out in 

person, on a one-on-one interpersonal relationship level, and without any 

technology involved. However, the main problem now is, these methods 

have been adapted to carry them out using purely modern technology. The 

means these expert manipulators use to engineer their mayhem have 

evolved to target and reach anyone with the following primary factors: (a) 

an internet connection and email address, (b) no knowledge or awareness 

of how they can be manipulated using dark arts occultism. It is only these 

two points that are required for anyone to be engineered into a potentially 

fatal end. 

T 
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     These digitally engineered crimes are one of weaponized manipulation. 

And all of them are designed and manufactured in a precise and crucial way 

to make it extremely difficult for the people undergoing manipulation not 

to carry out an implanted and scripted act of violence. They are crimes of 

manipulation. So this is the term I have used to encapsulate what these 

elaborate crimes are, which always involve a specific modus operandi being 

used to kill innocent people in these highly sophisticated criminal 

operations. A crime of manipulation can be viewed as a form of 

intrapersonal warfare — where the person you are set at war against is 

yourself. And if you lose that fight, then it will mean the end of your life 

and likely the lives of other innocent people. 

     The attack, which began on 9.11.14, failed in its intention to end my 

life or the lives of others because the enemy underestimated me. This 

unprovoked attack did, however, nearly cost me my life on multiple 

occasions during the seven-day ordeal that it lasted. The trauma since the 

attack caused some serious psychological harm and almost destroyed my life 

in another way, but it failed to kill me. I survived this crime. 

     Here in this book, I have documented the entire ordeal into four 

sections. Section I is about when I first met the criminal woman, who 

initiated the attack, online through social media. Section II explains 

everything that happened during the seven-day attack, which occurred in 

that same year of meeting her. 

     The final two sections detail my work to reverse engineer, then 

successfully piece back together, every single component she used in her 

attempt to cause my death. Both two sections, when taken together, make 

up the modus operandi that these occultic criminals use to manufacture 

these crimes in the real world. 

     Section III outlines the underlying principles that she used to 

psychologically manipulate me — through purely digitized means — into 

almost killing myself and others, which occurred both during the attack and 

after. Section IV explains the psychological mechanisms of how she 

engineered the attack and the reasons why these mechanisms worked. And 

all for the purpose of remotely causing death and mayhem in London, UK, 

which is where my home was at the time. 

     The purpose of this book is three-fold. 

     One is to explain how regular members of the public are being 

manipulated into carrying out these scripted violent acts. All of this is done 

entirely through a digitized form of NLP hypnosis and dark arts occultism, 
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using the internet and email. Through laying out the methods of how the 

digital engineering of these crimes occurs, a form of effective protection 

may then be established. Therefore, allowing individuals to avoid ever 

becoming a target of these crimes in the first place. 

     Two is to raise awareness of what these occult crimes are, and how 

unsuspecting people all over the world are being killed or injured in them. 

The global reach of people affected is due to the internet. And while 

innocent people’s lives are being needlessly destroyed, the perpetrators 

orchestrating them remain hidden and continue getting away with their 

crimes with impunity. Thus, the second purpose is to make the invisible 

become visible. This is achieved by conceptualizing hidden mechanics into 

a tangible form that members of the public can understand. 

     Three is for myself and myself alone: to bring retribution and justice 

against the criminal woman who initiated this hidden crime against me and 

hold her accountable for her actions. 

 

Who are Dark Arts Criminals & What are Crimes of 

Manipulation? 

A “Crime of Manipulation” is the outcome of a person being successfully 

psychologically manipulated into committing a destructive act. The 

ultimate intention of setting up these crimes is to manipulate a person into 

destroying their life. These violent outcomes can include the manipulated 

individual ending their life in some way or injuring and even killing other 

innocent people. Crimes of Manipulation are an incitement to violence on 

a heavily amplified level as all components to make that violent act much 

more likely to occur — including the powerful emotional element such as 

hatred and rage — are built into the modus operandi to engineer the crime 

itself. And these occultic manipulators hold the tools and knowledge 

required to instigate the people they engineer in Crimes of Manipulation 

into acts of violence. 

     A dark arts criminal can be defined as an individual, who rather than 

commits violent crimes directly against people — intending to cause death 

or injury to as many people as possible — instead choose to use dark arts 

occultism to commit violence, through the person being manipulated, by 

proxy. And by which their own hands of committing the physical violent 

act are kept clean. Hence the name, a dark arts criminal, rather than a 

regular criminal. 
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     These occultic criminals are people who hold privileged knowledge that 

is not commonly known by the general public in how the human mind 

and, consequently, human behavior can be manipulated. This includes into 

destructive and violent outcomes. A dark arts criminal can be viewed as the 

equivalent to a real-life, criminal version of the psychological illusionist 

Derren Brown. Imagine if someone like him went rogue and used his 

knowledge to manipulate innocent members of the public into killing or 

injuring other people. Well, that is exactly what dark arts criminals are 

doing to people using similar techniques, albeit on a heavily amplified level. 

     Consider them a small collective of rogue Derren Browns’, hidden 

amongst the population — whereby they hold respectable, professional 

careers by day and destroy people’s lives by night. 

     If a person can be manipulated into committing a heinous act after 

having these psychological practices used against their mind, this is a Crime 

of Manipulation. It is a crime that was engineered from the outset. If there 

were no psychological manipulation involved, then the crime would have 

never existed in the first place. Hence the name, a Crime of Manipulation. 

     A Crime of Manipulation cannot exist without the involvement of a 

dark arts criminal because it is always these people who are the engineers 

and masterminds of these occult crimes. It is they who manufacture 

violence in specific and targeted cases into the world through hidden means 

using dark arts occultism. 

     Dark arts criminals are risk calculators in the sense that they assess the 

likelihood of a person’s susceptibility of being manipulated into a violent 

act and then act upon that risk accordingly. One of the main deal-breakers 

is based upon a person’s ignorance of how their mind can be unconsciously 

tampered with. If someone has no awareness of how this manipulation is 

performed, then they’re a prime candidate to set up in these crimes. 

     The vast range of potential people to manipulate is due to the global 

reach of social media, as this is the medium used by dark arts criminals to 

locate fresh blood. And to define how social media is used in this context, 

it is any online platform that enables direct engagement and communication 

between individuals around the world. Once a potential new target has 

been found, a one-on-one relationship is then established with him or her. 

This is so that email communication can then begin. It is through the 

medium of email that digitally delivered psychological manipulation occurs 

so the individual can be engineered into committing a Crime of 

Manipulation. 
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     And all done remotely, technologically, and with the occultic 

manipulator’s hands clean. Well, that is if they successfully ensure the digital 

paper trail used to orchestrate these crimes is one, not left behind; and two, 

that the Crime of Manipulation was, in fact, successful — meaning the 

person was either killed or so severely damaged psychologically, they would 

be like the living dead. In my case, both of these parameters were in the 

negative as the Crime of Manipulation was a failure in that I survived the 

many attempts made on my life during the attack. And the psychological 

crimes perpetrated against my mind were not strong enough to break me. 

However, the sustained damages did reap some major carnage in my life 

post-attack, which I will explain later. 

     In my situation, the dark arts criminal made a simple mistake, which left 

the digital transcripts of her emails to me within my possession. She 

attempted to wipe them during the attack so there would be no evidence 

of her crimes, and mistakenly, she believed her manipulation worked to get 

rid of them all. However, a human error she made meant she was wrong. 

And these emails she left behind contained all the hidden dark arts 

psychological manipulation she covertly performed against me as the basis 

for making an attempt on my life. It was with these digital copies of the 

transcripts that successfully enabled me to reverse engineer and isolate every 

component of the attempted Crime of Manipulation. Each of these 

components combines to create the modus operandi used to engineer one 

of these occultic crimes. 

     In case you may be wondering, her simple human error was changing 

her email screen name halfway through the year after she had (digitally) met 

me. What occurred was that she used a form of digitized NLP hypnosis to 

manipulate me into deleting all of her emails whilst attacking me through 

occultism. However, due to the name change — and due to me using her 

screen name to hypnotically carry out the deletions, rather than using her 

real name as she intended — the emails that came before she changed her 

name were not deleted. She forgot about those and didn’t take them into 

account, leaving them behind in my digital possession. The five months’ 

worth of emails before her name change remained sitting in my mailbox, 

which provided everything I needed to find out what she did and how. 

     I regard Crimes of Manipulation as being in the category of 

psychological and occultic crime. The reason being is that this is the realm 

where intended violence is manufactured behind the scenes by dark arts 

criminals before they occur in the physical world. 
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     These individuals understand how to pull the strings offstage, so to 

speak, by manipulating unseen mechanics outside of most people’s 

conscious awareness. And by tinkering with these mechanics, they can 

bring mischief and mayhem into the world. This manipulation is performed 

firstly on an occult level, which then finally manifests on the physical world 

level. 

     The aim of making clear how these crimes are created from an unseen 

level is so that people will understand how to guard themselves effectively 

at that same level. Therefore, preventing any of this weaponized 

manipulation from affecting us, directly at the outset — before these 

individuals even have a chance to begin manipulating. By successfully doing 

this, then strips these occultic criminals of some of the power they wield 

from the unseen. As the level at which they attack, covertly through 

deception, is the unconscious area of the mind. By blocking this area from 

dark arts manipulation, creates a form of psychological armed territory, that 

no man or woman may access without our awareness or consent. 

     The potential cross-border and cross-continent impact of Crimes of 

Manipulation is also a serious issue. As in my case, the attack was launched 

from a mainland European country and aimed at London, UK, in what was 

a long-distance attack. These digitally engineered crimes are a way for a 

citizen in one country to cause violence remotely in another country. And 

all using the internet. 

 

How is it Possible to Engineer People into Killing 

Themselves or Others, Purely Utilizing Modern 

Technology/the Internet? 
A combination of Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) and covert 

hypnosis, both of which are utilized in a purely digitized form, forms the 

basis for all psychological manipulation. Used in this way, both create a 

form of digitized hypnosis. Through using these methods, it is possible, 

entirely using email only, to send people targeted in these crimes into an 

amnesiac trance state; covertly plant suggestions inciting violent acts into 

their minds; trigger them into a state of murderous rage, and script their 

unconscious autopilot actions into destructive outcomes. Then through 

combining the above with using a form of black occultism, or as I like to 

term it, weaponized occultism, to cause them to experience a major 

psychotic break from reality, via remote occult means. In this psychotic 
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state, reality no longer feels real but more like a very bad dream. Therefore, 

making one of those planted or scripted violent acts exponentially more 

likely to occur. 

     This scripting of unconscious behaviors is achieved using a specific and 

digitized form of NLP manipulation of the mind. Through using this 

strategy, combined with other techniques, it is possible, for example, to 

hack into and script someone’s behavior to reach automatically for a knife 

and stab someone. It is essentially hypnotizing a person, corrupting their 

mind, psychologically conditioning them into violence, then terrorizing 

them into committing a violent act. This is a simplified explanation, 

however, as this is much more than just hypnosis, which you will 

understand why by reading this book. 

     A very slim chance also exists that the individual may avoid being 

terrorized into committing one of these scripted destructive acts, which is 

a risk the dark arts criminal chooses to take. As if they fail to manipulate the 

person into committing a manufactured act of violence successfully, then 

they risk exposure of their covert criminal behavior. Primarily because these 

crimes are being committed technologically, leaving potential digital paper 

trails behind in their midst. 

     It is for this precise reason that they go to great lengths to stack every 

odd against the individual to make it extremely difficult for him or her not 

to be manipulated into injuring or killing themselves or others. One of 

these strategies includes the ability to psychologically plunge the 

manipulated person, over a large geographical distance through using 

occultism and a form of ritual magic, into what feels like another world. 

This experience is the equivalent of what I can best compare to as an 

intensely powerful, and terrifying, psychedelic drug trip. A person who has 

been plunged into this psychological state then has all reason and rational 

thinking forcefully suspended for a period of time. It is in this small and 

critical time-window that the crux of the Crime of Manipulation is 

attempted — to trick and cause the one manipulated into ending their life 

or the lives of others. The intended outcome depends on the nature of the 

behaviors that were planted or scripted into the individual’s mind. 

     Another use of occultism in these crimes is the evocation of an unseen 

entity through ritual magic. This entity holds various occult abilities — one 

of which is its ability to terrorize the manipulated person. The dark arts 

criminal commissions this entity for a time, which was seven days in my 

case, and sends it to harass and intimidate the individual so that post-
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hypnotic suggestions, inciting them into committing violent acts, are 

digitally slipped into their mind via email. This occurs after an amnesiac 

trance state has been caused by a digitized hypnotic technique, which I will 

also explain later. And once the instructions have been covertly planted into 

their mind, the entity attempts to drive them into a psychotic break from 

reality from repeated further terrorization. In addition to this, an attempt is 

made to trigger a pre-conditioned state of rage, again using digitized 

hypnotic means, while this occurs. The intention here is to drive the person 

into committing one of those planted acts of mayhem. 

  

How do these Occultic Criminals Blend into Society? What 

are their Qualities? 

What do these people who hold this knowledge of how to orchestrate 

Crimes of Manipulation using the internet look like in the real world 

exactly? And who are they? What else are they trying to achieve by 

manufacturing these elaborate and sophisticated criminal operations against 

innocent individuals? Well, these people appear just like your everyday 

respectable contributing members of society. For example, the woman who 

did this to me holds a reputable and professional career working as a doctor. 

So these are not your lower end criminals, but instead, they’re articulate, 

well-spoken, respectable, accomplished, highly intelligent, and professional 

individuals. The quintessential aspect that characterizes them is their 

duplicitous nature. As mark my words, once they believe they have you, 

and that mask they wear comes off, you’ll likely never encounter anyone as 

vicious and hateful as these fork-tongued, dual-natured people. 

     Another common aspect they share is that they have no conscience. It 

is this that allows them to commit the most horrific acts against innocent 

people without any guilt or remorse. The woman who did this to me made 

a veiled reference that it makes her feel alive to destroy people’s lives 

covertly, in the way she does. 

     Due to their ability to conceal who they truly are and the level of 

predatory danger they represent, combined with their ability to operate 

from the shadows, they can be classed as the cream of the crop of the 

criminal world. And they have fine-tuned the art of concealing their 

criminal behavior and for killing people by proxy through their ability to 

blend in amongst the general public undetected. The biggest threat they 

represent is their high intelligence applied to criminal ends. This is due to 
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these people being smart enough to find a way to use the internet to cause 

people to commit destructive acts at a distance and remotely. These crimes 

prove that as advancements in modern technology continue to evolve, the 

ways of malevolent individuals seeking new ways to kill innocent people 

also evolve. Our defense against this evolving evil is knowledge of these 

new methods. 

     The very nature of these individuals is occult meaning hidden, which is 

how they can perpetrate their crimes without detection for long periods of 

time. In my situation, if it were not for the simple human error that the 

woman who tried to kill me had made, then she too would likely remain 

undetected. And by doing so, would carry on engineering other 

unsuspecting people into committing Crimes of Manipulation, with 

impunity. 

     These occultic criminals don’t directly kill people themselves. Instead, 

they psychologically condition, manipulate, and script in a series of violent 

acts for a person to commit against others, then use occult means to cause 

one of those violent acts to occur. In this manner, they attempt to operate 

on the boundaries of universal moral laws. As they’re not directly killing 

anybody; instead, they manipulate others through dark arts occultism into 

either killing themselves or killing other people for them — purely because 

they can. And because they believe they can get away with it. Keeping their 

hands of committing the actual violent act physically clean, whereby the 

blood they have spilled drenches their spiritual nature only, as the engineers 

of these proxy crimes. 

     There are likely many other positions that dark arts criminals hold 

within society ranging across all socioeconomic levels. The main point 

being, however, is their uncanny ability to blend in as regular members of 

the public. When the reality is, these are some of the most dangerous people 

existing in the world. I do not know of any way to neutralize this high 

level, highly intelligent threat that exists within humanity, which is why 

learning how to protect ourselves from them and their machinations is the 

best option we currently have available against them. 

  

Optimal Suffering is the Objective 

The professional front that they present to the world is merely a mask they 

wear to create a veneer to hide their murderous intentions behind, which 

enables them to perpetrate their crimes with less chance of detection. As 

after all, who would suspect that a professional woman working as a doctor 
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kills people through dark arts occultism in her spare time? Not many in my 

estimation. Their intention for engineering Crimes of Manipulation is to 

bring the optimal amount of suffering into the world as possible, which is 

achieved using a sinister strategy. And that is if a regular person can be 

manipulated into committing an action that severely violates their moral 

code or personal values, then maximum psychological and even physical 

damage to the brain is the result. 

     The below transcript is taken from a lecture by University of Toronto 

professor of psychology and clinical psychologist Dr. Jordan B. Peterson. 

Here, he explains how this concept operates and affects the lives of real 

people: 

 

“If you step outside and violate your relationship to your value system in 

some really intense way, then there is going to be catastrophic psychological 

consequences that will echo through your whole being. We know that this 

is more than theory because many people who develop post-traumatic stress 

disorder, develop it when they observe themselves doing something that 

they regard as tremendously cruel, vicious, or immoral. When they’re in 

that situation, where acting in that manner is highly probable such as a war 

situation, which is usually very intense and they don’t have a lot of time to 

make decisions — and God only knows what the specifics are of the 

particular event — but many, many people come to be so shattered by 

observing themselves do things that they can’t believe a human being could 

be capable of doing, that they never recover. 

 

And it’s partly because they violate the ethical structure that holds them 

together and holds all their ideas and their plans, and perceptions, and 

interactions with other people; that’s a unified field in some sense. And if 

you violate it and it fragments, then you are left absolutely fragmented. And 

that’s not even a psychological observation — it’s a psycho-physiological 

observation. And you can stress yourself so badly and raise your stress levels 

so high that your brain starts to become damaged by the stress hormones. 

So, you know, it’s not just a psychological state; it’s damage to the core of 

your being in some sense.” 

  

In Crimes of Manipulation, all necessary conditions, context, and even the 

actual scripted set of destructive behaviors to act out are all locked into the 

person being set up in one of these crimes. Then emotional energy, 
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psychological torment, and mortal terrorization are ramped up to extreme 

levels using hidden/occult means until a horrific and violent act breaks out. 

In this manner, the stage is set for a person to destroy themselves. It can be 

deduced, therefore, that the intention of dark arts criminals is to inflict the 

optimal amount of suffering possible against the one they’re setting up in 

these occult crimes. As if the targeted person can be manipulated into acting 

out a violent action, then it is possible to fracture and fragment the core of 

their very being — destroying their life permanently. 

     An example of how a person can be manipulated into committing a 

scripted act of violence in a Crime of Manipulation is through the use of a 

crucial component. This is achieved through artificially creating an intense 

emotional state, such as murderous rage, and triggering it to be released at 

the required time. For example, a dark arts criminal may use digitized 

hypnosis to hypnotize someone into picking up a gun and shooting an 

innocent person. Then at the exact moment of the shooting, by using 

conditioned trigger key words, a state of murderous rage will flood the 

shooter’s body and mind. This then makes the killing much more likely to 

occur. Further, additional psychological manipulation is used to trick the 

individual into believing that the other party is the cause of their rage. The 

outcome of these factors combined is creating a false outlet to release that 

intense emotion from the body; in this case, it is to attack an innocent 

person violently. 

     These extreme emotional states are artificially induced into unsuspecting 

people as a primary strategy of engineering these crimes. Crimes of 

Manipulation can also be described as a form of artful malevolence, as they 

include the person having a variety of brutal and horrific ways for them to 

die or to kill others, scripted into their mind. Major manipulation is then 

used to bring one of those outcomes into fruition, and these deaths or 

injuries are intended to occur in an evilly artistic way. For it is not sufficient 

in these crimes for someone merely to be killed. But instead, for them to 

be killed in a way that is brutal, bloody, and creatively malevolent. We will 

look at some examples of these in Sections III & IV. Setting people up in 

this way is the perfect crime for psychopathic individuals. These violent 

outcomes are limited only by a dark arts criminal’s imagination. 

  

Psychological Alchemy 

The main principle that underpins these Crimes of Manipulation is based 

on an occult alchemical maxim known as Solve et Coagula. Translated from 
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Latin to English, means to Dissolve and Coagulate. This term essentially 

means that something must be broken down, or dissolved, before being 

reformulated, or coagulated, into a new form. This concept lays the 

foundation of how the core level of a person may be corrupted and 

transformed into something else entirely. In my situation, the occultic 

criminal tried to change me from an average man into a violent and 

destructive one. She did this by hacking into and rearranging my internal 

psychological structure to be heavily geared towards violence. 

     What dark arts criminals are doing to people is using psychological 

alchemy against them. It is a powerful and insidious way to corrupt the 

underlying nature of who a person is at their core. Then once enough 

degradation has been done, change them into something else. As in to 

figuratively dissolve and reformulate them on an unconscious level, by 

application of these psychological dark arts. 

     That is the ultimate goal of what these dark arts criminals are hoping to 

achieve: to turn good people into evil people by corrupting and 

reformulating their nature into ones that evil individuals hold naturally. It 

is like these murderous people are creating clones of themselves using these 

occult arts and sciences. These occultic criminals are expert engineers of 

evil, whereby they use other people to craft that evil into and manipulate 

them like marionettes on a string, into carrying that evil out — through 

occult terrorization means. 

     It is by understanding the hidden modus operandi that underpin these 

crimes that will allow people to lock the psychological equivalent of armed 

protection in place — which will then have the power to keep dark arts 

criminals out. In this manner, the tools they use to manufacture Crimes of 

Manipulation then become blunted and unable to do the damage they seek 

to cause. Further, they then run the risk of total exposure and unmasking 

of their true identities. That is what the armed aspect is — the power to 

identify these individuals and hold them accountable for the psychological 

and occultic crimes they’re committing against innocent people. So over 

time, the power they wield to continue engineering these proxy-acts of 

violence through modern technology becomes gradually weaker and 

weaker. Until it becomes so weak that these crimes may one day ultimately 

end. 

     It is my intention that my encounter with this evil was not in vain. This 

was my reason for writing this book in the first place: to transform 

something meant for needless suffering into something that can help protect 
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innocent lives from almost being killed in the same manner that was 

intended for me.
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Section I – Meeting the Dark Arts Criminal 
 

Chapter One 
 

Social Media as ‘the Hunting Ground’ 

ocial media was the gateway that created a pathway for a whole new 

world of evil to enter my life — a world of evil that I never knew 

existed before. The social media platform that acted as the point of 

entry to allow the individual who locked onto me as a target of the occult 

dark arts, into my life, is a well-known instant messaging platform. It is used 

globally by celebrities, politicians, regular members of the public, and 

businesses alike. Anyone is free to join it and send messages of their thoughts 

to anyone they choose. I feel no need to name the specific platform directly. 

The reason being is that any social media platform that connects strangers 

over the internet can be used in the same way in which the dangerous 

occultic woman who set her sights onto me, used this platform as… 

 

S 


